


About us
PAK Design LTD is a leading Bulgarian company founded in 2003 ,
operating as an Adverting Agency specialized in : Design , production and montage of different 
advertisement elements, such as indoor and outdoor advertisement and interior and exterior furniture,
with an accent on various large - scale projects.

During the last couple of years our team grew drastically in numbers and gained valuable experience .
This experience, combined with our never - ending interest towards innovation, made us a successful 
and reliable partner for all business niches.
We have our own production base, which allows us to be extremely cost efcient and competitive on the market.
When choosing materials and machines for the different production processes, we focus only on approved 
manufacturers and this is how we can guarantee high quality and optimal production times for each product.

We offer full range of services including : Analyzation , design , production , delivery and montage of the 
manufactured elements; warranty and post - warranty services.
Our staff member`s professionalism and responsibility help us maintain long-lasting and reliable partnerships
with the business owners who chose us.

Thanks to our clients, which are companies with leading positions in Bulgaria and abroad, today we can rmly say 
that we are successful at continuously solving various problems and perfectly executing challenging projects.

We would be glad if you reach out to us as well , so we can help you present yourself 
on the market in a way, which will improve the consumption and the popularity of your brand the best.

Quality Guarantee
We execute all of our projects using current and modern technologies and materials 
with guaranteed quality and recyclability. Our company can guarantee high quality services to its clients as we 
operate according to the following standarts: EN ISO 9001:2008 , EN ISD 14001:2004 , BS OHSAS 18001:2007      

PAK Design LTD , 
Bulgaria.

Sincerely , 
ofce@pakdesign.bg

www.pakdesign.bg



OUR CLIENTS



RETAIL 
SPACES
In this spirit of innovations and in alignment with the constantly changing market trends,
our company manufactures high quality furniture and decoration elements, proles and frames, decorative walls,
fences, staircases and other. We understand that the the needs of every customer are different,
this is the reason why one of our main goals is to always provide solutions,
individually accustomed to the given project.

The development of prototypes, representing different furniture elements altogether with all additional components needed,
is an essential part of our portfolio.
The materials we used for the manufacturing of the product are both traditional and widely
distributed on the market - MDF, chipboard, different types of massive wood, as well as the innovative
Velchromat, Viroc, Corian, Staron, and many more.

Until this point, we have solid experience in the development  and the manufacturing of all kinds  of furniture
and have successfully provided modern interior solutions for a wide range of public spaces, gas station, chain stores,
trendy boutiques, hypermarkets, hotels and entertainment establishments.
We combine components and materials in order to deliver vision, comfort and incomparable quality. 







































GAS
STATIONS

Full range of services. Outdoor and indoor branding of Gas Station.
We provide closed cycle of service and complex solutions about Gas stations.
Guarantee and post guarantee service.
  





























SIGN`s
Signs for Indoor and Outdoor Solutions.
Comprehensive solutions about informative advertising items from the idea to their installing.
We realise that signs are crucial to how your business is viewed now and for years to come. There are many
different requirements when it comes to sign making, and at Pak Design no sign is too big or small.
We are a sign maker that is more than happy to produce signs for large corporate customers, small companies,
business start-ups or individuals. We`ve got great experience in sign design, creating fantastic and innovative signs and more.   

Facade advertising
Channel letters
Totem
Directional Sign
Illuminated sign
Indoor sign

  

Signs are your business...

  











































































METAL
CONSTRUCTION

We make a wide range of support structures of elements with various shapes, volume and weght.







PRINT&
DESIGN

„Еverything starts with an idea”

DESIGN
Our designers work alongside your visual staff, 
sharing ideas, providing solutions to transform ideas into workable, effective, creative designs.

Graphic design
3D visualization
Creative solution

PRINT SERVICES
We can print any design to suit your needs.
The possibilities and usage are endless.
 







Technology

Machine eet, suitable for custom manufacturing details 
from a wide range of materials.
We have 3-axis routers and 5 -axis cnc machining center, which
gives great freedom to handle the products and achieving complex shapes.

 

CNC router

Laser Cutting and Engraving

Digital cutting system  

We offer laser cutting services that are fast ,
accurate and cost-effective.

This multifunctional at-cutting system has formatting tools,
cut through function, extremely precise contour capabilities and
can be used for wide range of hard and soft materials.

 



Print
The Oce Arizona 660 XT  UV Flatbed printer is an extra large
table model that prints on any reasonably at surface 
for just about any application.
This 6 channel model is productive , easy to use and delivers
outstanding image quality .
Printer offer exceptional print quality combined with true application
versatility.
The Oce Arizona 660 XT offers incredible print varsatility and can print
on any media or object up to 250sm x 305sm x 5sm thick.

 

Hp Latex is innovative large format latex printer, differing with
high productivity, photorealistic quality and durable results.
The instant drying of the inks signicantly reduces the production time.
The media is ready for direct use or nishing operations immediately after 
the printing. The innovative HP latex technology is not only highly productive ,
but also designed to support a healthier environment.
  

 

Oce Arizona 660 XT UV Flatbed Printer

Large format 
6 - color printer - HP Latex 370 

Summa S2 160 TC is a professional , extremely precise cutting plotter
The SummaCut cutter features highly complex algorithms to compensate
for any deformation of the print , using the world`s most reliable
sensor technology. This makes the SummaCut cutter a winning contour
cutter for any sign and print shop.
In addition to that  , the OPOS CAM system allows.
contour cutting of pre-printed images. 

 

Cutting Plotter Summa S2 160 TC



Technology

Powder coating is both the most advanced and most harmless method
for applying paint directly on different types of surfaces and planes.
This method is irreplaceable for an excellent , high - quality coverage
of complex-shaped details.

The process is consisted of three main steps: preliminary preparation ,
painting and calcination.

Advantages:

- High - quality ne paint dusting.
- High performance.
- Full coverage of complex elements.

 

Electrostatic powder and liquid coating

We have 3 Abkant  and Guillotine Machines 3050 mm /
material width up to 8 mm.

 

We have 2 VIG - MIG -MAG ESAP Machines
1 VIG -MIG -MAG Lincoln Electric Machine
2 MAG - Strela Machines

- Manual welding
- Point welding
- Welding of any kind of metals and all types of longitudinal welds

 

Abkant and Guillotine Machines

Welding Services



VACUUM FORMING PROCESS
Each product requires the creation of a unique mold, later used as a matrix for the vacuum

forming process. The material used for the mold is being chosen based on the scale of the project - for single pieces
and small quantities the mold can be made of MDF or Wood 
( cheaper, but can support limited number of vacuum hits)

and for mass production the recommended material is aluminium
(more expensive but can support innite amount of vacuum hits).

The vacuum forming process itself consists of : heating  of the plastic sheet material up to a certain temperature level ,
then vacuum is applied until the plastic sheet takes the form of the mold.

After this process, additional cutting is necessary to in order to shape the vacuum-formed material into the nal product.



Ofce & Production:
Haskovo, Bulgaria

ofce@pakdesign.bg
www.pakdesign.bg
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